
 
WEBSITE ADVERTISING ON WWW.ARCAMAX.COM 
 
Since 1999, ArcaMax.com has grown to become one of the premier content sites on the internet. 
 
As you visit our site, you'll come across hundreds of well-branded, nationally-known syndicated features  
that run the gamut from popular comic strips (including Garfield, Peanuts and Dilbert), to popular social  
and political columnists, to financial, home and lifestyle features and videos. 
 
So… our quality content PLUS an attractive, modern website design and layout provide a better user experience 
for our readers, as well as superior results for our advertisers. 
 
All available ad positions are ATF (Above the fold) for optimal viewability. 
 
Your ArcaMax.com display campaign may be targeted to DESKTOP, TABLET and/or MOBILE users.  
Per Google Analytics*, here are our approximate daily pageview counts: 
 
--232,000 Desktop 
--120,000 Mobile 
--50,000 Tablet 
*Figures for April, 2020. 
 
Want to learn about our highly desirable US audience?  
Quantcast is the recognized industry leader for website user analytics. 
I have included a demographic snapshot from our Quantcast analysis in the .PDF linked below, 
and have also included some specific details on Financial interests (other specific details available upon request): 
https://www.arcamax.com/advertising/quantcast2020.pdf  
 
Now, please read on carefully for the complete picture on our new placement options! 
(Note: options and rates are effective May 1, 2020 and supersede our previous media kit info). 
 
A: Desktop & Tablet Editorial Display 
 
B: Desktop & Tablet Comics Display  
 
C: Mobile Editorial Display 
 
D: Mobile Comics Display  
 
E: Rates 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.arcamax.com/advertising/quantcast2020.pdf


A: Desktop & Tablet Editorial Display 
 
Leaderboard (728x90, 970x90, 970x250) – Skyscraper (120x600 or 160x600) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Leaderboard – Rectangle (300x250 or 300x600) 

 
 
 

Leaderboard 

Leaderboard 

 Skyscraper 

 Rectangle 



B: Desktop & Tablet Comics Display  
 Leaderboard + Skyscraper 
 

 
 
 
 
C: Mobile Editorial     D: Mobile Comics 
MOBILE AD SLOT —EDITORIAL    MOBILE AD SLOT—COMICS 
(320x50, 320x100, 300x250)    (320x50, 320x100, 300x250) 

 

Leaderboard 

  Skyscraper 

  Above Story 
Above Comic 



 

E: Rates & Specs 

 
RUN-OF-SITE DISPLAY RATES-2020 (Desktop and/or Tablet) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
MOBILE RATES-2020 (Smartphone) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes and Policies: 
Complete T & C will be included on your Insertion Order. Here are some highlights: 
--All images and links MUST be secure. 
--Buys may be divided between multiple units within a section commitment level. 
--Advertiser will receive emailed reporting on campaign progress. 
--Image Click-through Banners, as well as Java Script tags are accepted. 
--All rates quoted are based on ArcaMax tracking.  
 
Next Steps? 
Please get in touch to discuss YOUR campaign!  Charles Strauss, Online Ad. Mgr.  
charles@arcamax.net – 757.596.9730 x 208 – Skype: cstraussarcamax 
 
 

SECTION $1,000 one-time 
commitment 

$2,500 one-time 
commitment 

$5,000 one-time 
commitment 

EDITORIAL $5.00 CPM 
(200,000 
impressions) 

$4.50 CPM 
(555,000 
impressions) 

$4.00 CPM 
(1,250,000 
impressions) 

COMICS $4.50 CPM 
(222,000 
impressions) 

$4.00 CPM 
(625,000 
impressions) 

$3.50 CPM 
(1,428,000 
impressions) 

SECTION $1,000 one-time 
commitment 

$2,500 one-time 
commitment 

$5,000 one-time 
commitment 

EDITORIAL $4.00 CPM 
(250,000 
impressions) 

$3.50 CPM 
(714,000 
impressions) 

$3.00 CPM 
(1,250,000 
impressions) 

COMICS $3.00 CPM 
(333,000 
impressions) 

$2.50 CPM 
(1,000,000 
impressions) 

$2.00 CPM 
(2,500,000 
impressions) 

mailto:charles@arcamax.net

